
Heal your devices 
with Merry Kloudo™

Your 6 days routine for a cloud that sparks joy!

Day 1: Declutter your cloud

Take all your files out from your digital closet. and put 

everything on the desktop. Deactive the grid.

Divide the files into categories: friends, pets, recipies, 

sentimental items, bureaucracies. Make piles at the 

corners of the desktop.

Day 2: Go through the piles

Did you open this app / folder / file in the last 6 months?

Tinder your files: Hot or Not?

Trash everything unnecessary.

Day 3: Folding & compressing

Photos: turn your photocollection into a video to 

only have one file. Your filesystem will spark joy.

Videos: double the speed of recorded videos, 

your time is precious.

Sound: overlap all the vocal messages, to feel like 

in a party with all your friends.

Texts: turn all your textfiles into bullet point 

lists. Once you read it, you can just delete it.

Day 4: Boxing 

Get rid of all the alternative apps and embrace the 

Google suite. A solution that fits them all. 

Don't worry about functionality loss, you will learn how 

to appreciate it.

Put all these different piles on your favourite cloud 

platform:

- sound on itunes

- videos on youtube

- to do lists on trello

Day 5:  Tune up
Select a background image that makes you feel happy, 

like a picture of your monstera plant or your bank 

account saldo.

Does your password spark joy? Change it into the name 

of your cat mixed with your favourite pizza-flavour. 

Hawayan Kitty sparks much joy.

Day 6: Home warming

Invite all your friends to your homely new desktop. You 

can delete from the address book the ones who are not 

coming. Your address book will fill very well.

 “Life truly begins only after your home directory is in order.” 
– Merry Kloudo 


